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“Hair colourants, in consumers’ minds, work as a display
of fashion, rather than serving as a cover for aged grey
hair. The widely held keenness towards trendy hair colours
implies that brands need to alter their product images via
marketing communications to present in a more
fashionable way to attract consumers.”
– Anne Yin, Associate Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Easy fashion on my head
Prolonged colourants with controlled damage
Build fun and easy-to-use styling products for online
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Figure 37: Repertoire of at-home hair styling products used in the last six months, by gender, November 2019
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Behaviours and Attitudes towards Hair Colouring
Trendy colour offers stronger drive than grey coverage
Figure 54: Behaviours and attitudes towards hair colouring, November 2019
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Chinese respondents are more explorative compared to the UK
Figure 55: Behaviours and attitudes towards hair colouring – ‘yes’, UK and China, November 2019
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Explorative older age groups
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Mintropolitans care more about safe and caring colourant ingredients
Figure 60: Features for ideal at-home hair colourant products, by consumer classification, November 2019
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